Postdoctoral Training at UT Southwestern

Why UT Southwestern

**World Class Faculty** recognized internationally as leaders in their fields.

- Five Nobel Laureates, Nineteen members of the National Academy of Sciences, Fifteen members of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Thirteen Howard Hughes Medical Institute investigators, Shaw Prize recipient.
- Faculty research interests are diverse and comprehensive - go to **Search for Faculty By Research**

Outstanding Postdoctoral Training

- **Postdoctoral Affairs Office** and **International Affairs Office**
- Membership in the **Postdoctoral Association (PDA)** which publishes the **Postdoc Survival Guide** and a monthly electronic newsletter as well as hosting events to develop a sense of community, provide career development opportunities, and ease the transition of new, particularly international postdoctoral scholars
- Community of 600 postdoctoral scholars in 38 **departments and centers**
- **Postdoctoral Certificate Training Program**
- **Career development** that aids in the transition to career independence through the development of professional and research skills
- Access to the **Bryan Williams, M.D. Student Center** with services such as a fitness center and other recreation opportunities

Frontiers of Biomedical Science

- On the basis of federal individual research grant support, **UT Southwestern** consistently ranks among the top ten biomedical research institutions in the country. **Investigators’ discoveries** form the foundation for new ways to prevent or treat disease.
- The **Medical Center** is situated on four adjacent campuses, which collectively house over 1 million square feet of state of the art research facilities. **UT Southwestern hosts core facilities** that provide resources for cutting edge biomedical research.

Living in Dallas

The **Dallas/ Fort Worth metroplex** is a cultural center, rich in the arts, as well as a sports center for major league teams. The area has many opportunities to participate in outdoor activities year round due to the mild winter weather. **Dallas offers a highly affordable cost of living** that allows a comfortable lifestyle together with world class scientific excellence and postdoctoral training.

SGPostdocOffice@UTSouthwestern.edu  http://www.utsouthwestern.edu/Postdocs